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research and capacity building. It is an independent
and not-for-profit organisation and donations are
tax-deductible.

Our independent
voice at risk

Community organisations inhabit a special place

disadvantaged and who use public services – people

in Australian public life. In many ways Australian

experiencing homelessness, people with disabilities,

governments support the work and contribution of

refugees and asylum seekers, older people and more.

civil society – indeed many community organisations

It also threatens robust advocacy on behalf of the

provide services on behalf of the government.

environment, which clearly cannot speak for itself.

Community organisations also make vital contribu-

The trend is also damaging basic democratic

tions to public debate. Australian charity law and High

freedoms in Australia, by creating a climate that

Court decisions have confirmed a strong legal basis for

deters critically important speech on matters of

charities to engage in advocacy on issues that align

public interest. A 2015 survey conducted by Pro Bono

with their purpose – stronger than most countries

Australia of the not-for-profit sector showed that

around the

world.1

nine out of ten respondents considered recognition

However, despite the close ties with government
and the strong legal position, in the last few years the

of their advocacy role as the most important factor in
developing the sector.2

ability of these organisations to engage
in activism and advocacy work has been
threatened by new laws and practices
which are slowly but surely eroding their
independent voice.
Across Australia governments are
putting financial pressure on community organisations that deters them from
engaging in public debate. Some government funding agreements prohibit funded
organisations from speaking publicly on

The financial threats to community

We must work
together to protect
our independent,
vibrant, robust and
strong tradition
of free speech
and community
advocacy.

political issues, whilst others are simply
told not to spend government money on advocacy.

organisations must be seen in light of a
wider trend of attacks on individuals who
speak out critically against government
policies, such as Gillian Triggs, President
of the Australian Human Rights Commission3 or audience and panel members
on ABC’s Q&A who have faced personal
attacks from politicians.
Some threats must also be seen as a
reflection of the power and influence of
vested business interests.

We must work together to protect our independent,

Environmental groups that engage in public activism

vibrant, robust and strong tradition of free speech and

are resisting a considerable push to remove their

community advocacy.

deductible gift recipient status – a move that would

It is time to take stock of these worrying develop-

seriously damage their fundraising ability. Some

ments and form a clear plan of action. This report iden-

government members have suggested a need to ban

tifies some of the challenges we face as a sector and

foreign donations to non-government organisations,

makes recommendations to defend the space in which

reflecting an international trend in silencing civil

we as civil society are free to contribute and speak out

society. Meanwhile, some of the most outspoken peak

on the matters we know and care deeply about.

civil society bodies have been defunded.
The message to our community is clear: if you
speak out, your financial livelihood could be at risk.
This trend threatens to silence a sector that has
much to contribute to Australian public debate and
policy making at a time when their expertise and
advocacy is needed more than ever. A sector that has
rich experience working with people, communities
and constituencies that are often marginalised and
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What we can do
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Introduce law reform to protect
independent community voices

Make tax and charity laws work to
encourage civil society to speak out

1. The Not-for-profit Freedom to Advocate Act 2013 (Cth)

6. The Australian Government should progressively

should be strengthened to prevent the Australian

widen the scope of gift deductibility to include

Government from using funding as a lever to stifle

all endorsed charitable institutions and funds, as

advocacy by community organisations, including by:
• introducing a statement of principles into the

recommended by the Productivity Commission.
7. The Australian Government should reject any

Act which articulates, among other things, the

recommendations of the House of Representatives

importance of advocacy work by not-for-profit

Environment Committee to restrict the eligibility

organisations and its contribution to effective

of environmental organisations for DGR status

and informed government policy-making; and

and introduce tax-related sanctions for protest

• establishing means to oblige government to

activities.

adopt policies which are consistent with this
statement of principles and which enable
community organisations to undertake advocacy
consistent with their mission.
2. State and territory governments should follow the

Resist a push to ban foreign donations
to non-government organisations
8. The Australian Government should not restrict

lead of South Australia and adopt similar laws to the

foreign donations to a not-for-profit organisation

Not-for-Profit Sector Freedom to Advocate Act 2013 (Cth).

on the basis that they are engaging in “political
activity”, provided that activity is in accordance

Amend funding agreements to enable
and encourage advocacy
3. Federal and state governments should remove
any clauses from funding agreements with NGOs
including community legal centres that prevent

with the organisation’s charitable purposes.

Protect civil society participation in
election campaigns
9. The Australian Government should respect that

government funding being used for law reform,

charities with DGR status can actively participate

policy and advocacy work.

in election campaigns in accordance with their

4. Standard terms should be introduced into fed-

charitable purposes.

eral and state funding agreements with NGOs
including community legal centres to clarify that
organisations receiving government funding are
not prevented from entering into public debate or
criticising governments.

Push to restore funding to peak civil
society bodies
10. The Australian Government should restore and
ensure funding to peak sector bodies that under-

Make civil society advocacy a
public service value

take advocacy work on behalf of their sectors,

5. The Australian Government should enshrine

peak bodies in the housing, legal, homelessness,

the importance of civil society advocacy and the
freedom to advocate in statements of public service
values and codes of conduct.
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including to the Refugee Council of Australia, the
National Congress of Australia’s First Peoples and
consumer protection and environment sectors.

Community organisations:
a vital role in democratic
societies
The activism and engagement of Australia’s civil
society and community sector has driven much of
Australia’s success as a leading democracy. Behind
many of the rights, laws and policies that make
Australia great lie years of hard work campaigning,
organising and advocating for reform.
Civil society activism has ensured that fairness
guides Australia’s progress and its effects have been
long-lasting and deeply felt. From the work of unions
to secure the eight-hour work day and ensure workplace safety, to environmental groups protecting the
Franklin River and ending whaling, and to the many
advances secured by community advocates in areas
ranging from disability rights and family violence to
consumer protection.
Community organisations are the experts in
the lived experience of many of Australia’s most
vulnerable social groups. They are the organisations
that are on the ground running the homeless shelters,
women’s refuges, childcare centres, disability support

PHOTO: ACOSS

services, social housing, health and countless other
services that so many Australians rely upon. These
organisations are inherently well placed to speak on
behalf of, and to give a platform to, vulnerable groups
and to contribute to law and policy reform. And in
a time of considerable social and political upheaval
across the globe, the voice of community organisations
and civil society is more valuable than ever.
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Funding agreements should not
prevent or discourage organisations
from engaging in public debate
The trend
In recent years the Australian
Government and some state gov-

The solution
Wales Government imposed similar
restrictions on its CLC

funding.7

It is critical that we resist the trend
towards restrictive funding agree-

ernments have used funding agree-

In another worrying develop-

ments that discourage advocacy.

ments to prohibit or deter advocacy

ment, in 2015 it was reported that

There is plenty of evidence of the

by community organisations.

the Department of Immigration

enormous benefits derived from

and Border Protection was seeking

the advocacy and policy work by

example of this trend was the

Perhaps the most egregious

to control the public comments

community organisations.9 In 2010,

use of gag clauses by the former

made by organisations working in

the High Court recognised that

Queensland Government in Health

offshore immigration detention

advocacy by community organisa-

Department funding agreements

facilities (including NGOs like Save

tions is a vital part of the political

that prohibited advocacy by the

the Children) by requiring them to

communications that in turn are an

funded organisation. In 2015

pay performance bonds of up to $2

“indispensable incident” of Aus-

when the Palaszczuk government

million that might be forfeited if

tralia’s constitutional system and

removed the gag clauses, the

they spoke out against government

that contribute to public welfare.10

Health Minister described them as

policy.8

The 2013 Not-For-Profit Sector Free-

“an outrageous attempt to control

dom to Advocate Act 2013 (Cth) (NFP

public debate”.4

Act) went part of the way towards

The problem

protecting civil society advocacy by

in other contexts. The funding

Imposing conditions on funding

ment from inserting express gag

agreements for community legal

to limit advocacy sends the wrong

clauses into community sector

centres (CLCs) also discourage

message to civil society. It sug-

funding agreements. Unfortunately,

those centres from speaking out.

gests that its views are unwanted

the NFP Act does not prevent the

Since 2015, the National Partner-

and unwelcome and it creates a

kinds of indirect prohibitions

ship Agreement on Legal Assistance

dangerous environment where

found in the 2015 NPA for CLC

Services (NPA) which governs CLC

organisations are more likely

funding. Law and policy reform

funding has expressly prohibited

to self-censor for fear of losing

could prevent this manipulation of

Commonwealth funding from being

funding.

funding conditions and ensure that

Less direct methods of prohibiting advocacy continue to be used

preventing the Australian Govern-

used to undertake law reform,

community voices are encouraged

policy or advocacy work including

to continue debating political

lobbying government or engaging in

issues.

public campaigns, with very narrow
exceptions.5 The Attorney-General
has expressed the view that funding is more appropriately spent
on immediate frontline services
and stated that the Government
should only fund services that
are “actually helping a flesh and
blood individual”.6 The New South
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Advocacy by DGR groups
should be protected

The trend
There has been a worrying trend in

that the Australian Tax Office

challenging. The route of naming

political debate of some politicians

impose administrative sanctions on

entities in the Tax Act for DGR

and industry bodies asserting that

environmental organisations that

listing purposes lacks a sufficient

Deductible Gift Recipient status

support, promote, or endorse illegal

publically advertised process or

(DGR status) should be radically

or unlawful acts such as blocking

independent review mechanism.

changed and not be available to

access, trespass, destruction of

charities conducting advocacy.11

property and acts of civil disobedi-

environmental organisations that

DGR status is a tax classification

ence.15 Again, this recommendation

conduct advocacy is a particularly

that is critical to attracting support

was rejected by opposition mem-

worrying example of government

for Australia’s charities. It is an

bers and one government member.

using financial levers in an attempt

essential tool in growing philan-

The right of community organisa-

to weaken and silence potential

thropy in Australia. Environmental

tions to engage in peaceful protest

critics. It is made worse because this

charities that engage in advocacy

is fundamental to our democracy,

move is closely linked to lobbying

have been facing off against threats

and is a major feature that distin-

by the fossil fuel industry, in what

to strip them of their DGR status.

guishes countries like Australia

has been described as a “spectacular

from authoritarian regimes.

display of political capture.”16

The problem

The solution

organisation be required to spend

For many years, laws and

Instead of stripping DGR status

no less than 25% of its annual

regulation around DGR status have

from environmental organisations,

expenditure on environmental

been overly complex, inconsistent

the government should extend DGR

remediation work, such as plant-

and difficult to navigate. This has

status to all endorsed charities, as

ing trees or land management12

prevented tax concessions from

endorsed by the Australian Chari-

(opposition members issued a dis-

flowing to many charities that

ties and Not-for-Profits Commission.

senting report and one government

provide significant public benefit, as

In 2010 the Productivity Commis-

member opposed this recommen-

well as increasing uncertainty for

sion recommended that the scope

dation). Committee members found

DGR entities conducting advocacy.

of DGR status be progressively

In May 2016 a majority of the

The attack on the DGR status of

House of Representatives Environment Committee recommended
that in order to be eligible for
DGR status, an environmental

that “practical environmental work

Qualification for DGR status

widened to include all endorsed

in the community” should be the

currently requires falling into one

charitable institutions and funds.17

purpose of extending DGR status

of numerous “categories”, each with

This was supported in 2013 by the

to environmental charities.13 This

their own definition, structural

Not-For-Profit Sector Tax Concession

arbitrary definition undervalues

and reporting requirements, and

Working Group.18 The Australian

the contribution that strong

often opaque application and

Council of Social Service has argued

advocacy has made to conserving

decision-making process. Groups

that extending DGR status would

iconic Australian places of great

which work across issues or at

reduce complexity and regula-

environmental value, including our

their intersection, or those that

tory costs, improve community

national parks, marine reserves,

provide general infrastructure or

organisations’ ability to access

rivers and wetlands.14

shared services to strengthen the

non-government money and foster

community sector, find ‘fitting’

a strong, independent and diverse

into DGR categories particularly

sector.19

The majority of the Environment
Committee also recommended
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Foreign funding sources going
to Australian NGOs should not
be cut off
The trend

The problem

The solution

In March 2017, a parliamentary

A foreign donation ban on NGOs

The political activities of charities

committee inquiring into the 2016

is clearly a step in the wrong

are already well protected in

Federal Election raised the spectre

direction. Autocratic governments

Australian law. It is perfectly

of yet another ground for restricting

around the world are stifling

legitimate for a registered charity to

the political participation of com-

criticism by banning foreign

undertake advocacy and engage in

munity organisations – banning

donors from giving money to local

election debates, so long as they do

foreign donations to Australian

non-government organisations.24

so in furtherance of their charitable

not-for-profits.

Further, a ban on foreign donations

purposes.26 In fact, the High Court

has the potential to disadvantage

of Australia has recognised the

Committee recommended that

some community groups who are

benefits of the contribution made

foreign citizens be banned from

working for social good whilst not

by charitable organisations to

donating to Australian registered

capturing other groups such as the

public discussion, which informs

political parties.20 The Committee

Minerals Council of Australia which

voters and policymakers.27 Advo-

fell short of recommending a

are funded by large membership

cacy presents no basis on which to

ban on not-for-profits, but did

fees (technically not donations),

ban foreign donations.

recommend that its wider inquiry

from companies that are completely

further examine “extending

or largely foreign-owned.25

In its interim report, the Electoral

a foreign donations ban to all
other political actors”, in particular
environmental organisations
engaging in political activity.21 The
Committee also sought for the issue
of the tax deductibility of gifts to
be included,22 reinforcing that the
foreign donations question is part
of a broader examination into the
role of not-for-profit organisations
in advocacy work. The proposal has
so far been opposed by the Australian Labor Party and the Australian
Greens.23
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Ensuring a community voice
in election debate

The trend

The problem

The solution

Elections are not just a platform

Elections serve an important and

Again, current Australian law and

for politicians. Over the past

unique function in our democratic

regulation makes it clear that chari-

election cycles, and particularly

society – they are the space where

ties can engage in political activity.

since the 2016 federal election, a

many important policy decisions

Charities cannot promote or oppose

number of individual politicians

are made, with long-lasting conse-

political parties or candidates

have commented negatively on the

quences for our nation. This also

for office, but they can distribute

increasingly active participation

often makes them the space where

materials that analyse those

of civil society organisations in

advocacy groups have the most to

players’ policies and activities.30 It

election campaigns – frequently

lose – and gain – on the issues they

is critical that the right to actively

arguing that civil society organisa-

work on. Recent moves to shut civil

and directly participate in election

tions have a lesser “right” to engage

society out of election activities

campaigns for all civil society

in election campaigns than political

pose a serious threat to the ability

organisations, including DGR-status

parties and candidates.28 This trend

of not-for-profit organisations to

charities, is respected. Monitoring

has recently manifested in the

represent vulnerable groups and

by the Australian Electoral Com-

majority of the Joint Select Com-

contribute to law and policy.

mission of civil society continues to

mittee on Electoral Matters making

protect the integrity of our elec-

recommendations which suggest

tions, and assess whether specific

a willingness to move towards

organisations are an associated

reducing the capacity of civil

entity of a political party for the

society organisations to engage in

purposes of the Electoral Act.

CLIMATE ACTION NETWORK AUSTRALIA

elections.29
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Government should fund peak
civil society bodies that speak
on behalf of sector interests
The trend

The problem

The solution

Peak bodies are entrusted with

The defunding of peak bodies dis-

It is critical that funding be restored

the responsibility of representing

proportionately adversely impacts

and ensured to peak bodies and

different community sectors. In

vulnerable people. Most community

that the Government continues

the last few years, the Australian

organisations do not have the time

to support these organisations to

Government has made it increas-

or resources to engage in extensive

enable them to advocate on behalf

ingly difficult for peak bodies to

advocacy work or policy and law

of the people and communities

effectively represent their sectors.

reform activities. Peak bodies have

with whom they work.

First, the Government has made

the important responsibility of

widespread funding cuts to publicly

speaking collectively on behalf of

funded “peak bodies” that represent

their sector, members and client

different community sectors. For

groups. Defunding these peak

example, the peak bodies in the

bodies leaves these constituents

housing and homelessness sector

without a strong voice at the table.

lost all of their Commonwealth

It also suggests a willingness to

funding, leading Homelessness

defund bodies that are critical of

Australia to close its office and

government. For example, the move

function on a voluntary basis. Simi-

to defund the Refugee Council was

lar cuts were made to the Refugee

criticised as an attempt by the gov-

Council of Australia, the peak body

ernment to silence its critics in the

for refugee and asylum seeker sup-

refugee and asylum seeker sector.31

port agencies in Australia, and the

In addition, peak bodies are further

Government also cut operational

hindered in protecting the interests

funding to the National Congress

of the groups they represent by

of Australia’s First Peoples, the

the general lack of transparency

representative body of Aboriginal

around the relationship between

and Torres Strait Islander peoples.

community organisations and

Another factor which is adversely

government funding entities.

impacting the ability of peak bodies
to undertake their work is a general
lack of transparency and public
communication around funding
agreements for the individual
community organisations these
peak bodies represent. For example,
contract negotiations between
community organisations and
government may be required to be
“commercial in confidence” which
means that at times peak bodies do
not have insight into what goes into
those funding agreements.
CLIMATE ACTION NETWORK AUSTRALIA
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